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Abstract
The article focuses on the analysis of the user as an aesthetic category and proposes a

methodology for evaluating user response within a framework that combines

theoretical background from different areas, the theory of aesthetic response,

psycholinguistics, appraisal theory, dialogism, and affective stylistics, with the

application of digital tools for corpus linguistics and sentiment analysis. Four

user types were derived from the corpus linguistics analysis referred to as immersed,

distant, sceptical, and enthusiastic users. Each type may encompass a certain degree

of intentionality and convey an attitude, implying features such as commitment

and honesty, objectivity and engagement with the audience, critical reflection and

circumspection, openness to technological novelty, and enjoyment. This assumes

that the users involved in usability testing are not neutral or undifferentiated in-

formational entities placed in an experimental context but individuals that respond

to the same stimuli and express themselves differently in light of psycholinguistic

factors and rules of social interaction. On the other hand, the results of sentiment

analysis showed that an experiential analysis, centred not only on the artefact but

also on the response and the experience it generates, may enable understanding

the user as involved in a hermeneutic process of interpretation during his/her

interaction with the studied artefact. Given the small scale of the analysed data,

the study does not intend to provide evidence for general or definitive statements

but formulates and illustrates a set of interpretative hypotheses and methodological

directions for further enquiry aiming at developing an ‘aesthetics’ of user response.
.................................................................................................................................................................................

1 Introduction

User experience in the digital medium is often studied

within the Human–Computer Interaction (HCI) field

in relation with the construction of user models or the

performance of usability tests in order to support the

design and evaluation of digital artefacts. User

modelling research has mainly focused on a variety

of characteristics that inform such models from

demographic information (age, gender, native

language) and relevant experience (novice, advanced,

expert) to interests, goals, and plans (general

interest categories, task-related objectives/sequences

of actions), or contextual information (location,

time, physical environment; Sosnovsky and Dicheva,

2010, pp. 33–34). The aim of this type of research is to

facilitate the construction of ‘usable’ and ‘useful’ tools

that provide users with ‘experiences fitting their spe-

cific background knowledge and objectives’ (Fischer,

2001, p. 65). Many approaches in this area merge
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cognitive science and artificial intelligence (Webb

et al., 2001; Biswas and Robinson, 2010; Mohamad

and Kouroupetroglou, 2013), while usability testing,

as a technique from user-centred design, often

involves the iterative refinement of a prototype based

on user feedback (Massanari, 2010) or evaluates how a

tool is actually used (Brown and Hocutt, 2015),

exploring constructs such as ease of use and

learnability.

Other types of research from the fields of philoso-

phy of technology or digital hermeneutics go

beyond the usefulness and usability aspects of tech-

nology, trying to address questions related to the

‘human, social, cultural, ethical, and political implica-

tions of those technologies’ (Fallman, 2007, p. 296), to

the ‘self-interpretation of human beings’ through the

impact of digital code on ‘all kinds of processes’, par-

ticularly the ‘societal ones’ (Capurro, 2010, p. 10), or

to the ‘remediation’ of the self through digital media

(Bolter and Grusin, 2000). Further directions of in-

vestigation propose a re-orientation of HCI as

‘humanistic HCI’ (Bardzell and Bardzell, 2016) or as

an ‘aesthetic field’ (Bertelsen and Pold, 2004, p. 23),

which refers in part to user experience. Studies of the

relationships between aesthetics and usability

show that ‘apparent beauty’ or ‘aesthetic aspect’ may

influence the user’s evaluation of the functional

aspects of an interface (Kurosu and Kashimura,

1995, p. 293). Moreover, it is considered that ‘aesthet-

ics may considerably affect system acceptability’ and

‘aesthetic perception and its relation to HCI relevant

constructs are culturally dependent’ (Tractinsky,

1997, p. 121). By combining theoretical ground

from cultural studies, in particular aesthetics and crit-

ical theory, critical and aesthetic approaches to inter-

action have been proposed (Bardzell, 2009). Although

the need for a more ‘holistic approach towards under-

standing how people experience and judge informa-

tion systems’ (Tractinsky, 1997, p. 121) has already

been articulated and general viewpoints on the ‘rep-

resentational model’ of the user, bringing together

‘digital representation’ and ‘real self’ have been

defined (Bardzell, 2009, p. 2363), the analysis of the

user as an ‘aesthetic’ category in itself remains an as-

pect that appears to have hitherto received little

attention.

The article will focus on the latter aspect. Given the

small scale of the analysed data, the study formulates a

set of interpretative hypotheses and methodological

directions for further enquiry with the aim of devel-

oping an ‘aesthetics’ of user response. The contribu-

tion will consist of a methodology for evaluating user

response within a framework that combines areas

such as the theory of aesthetic response (Iser, 1980),

psycholinguistic analysis (Pennebaker, 2011), apprais-

al theory (White, 2015), dialogism (Bakhtin, 1981),

and affective stylistics (Fish, 1970) with the applica-

tion of digital tools for corpus linguistics and senti-

ment analysis. Intended to provide a hermeneutic

perspective on the data available for analysis, the re-

search will mainly target the following questions. How

is the user’s experience and self-representation in his/

her interaction with digital artefacts expressed

through language, and what linguistic patterns can

be discerned? Can a ‘typology’ of users be derived by

means of these digital and theoretical tools? What may

be learnt from a computer-assisted aesthetics of the user

response that aims at bridging the fields of HCI and

Digital Humanities and understanding different types

of user response beyond the traditional HCI-oriented

interpretation of usefulness and usability? To illustrate

the proposed methodology and derived typology of

users, the article elaborates on previous work

(Armaselu and Jones, 2016, 2017a,b; Armaselu et al.,

2016) and focuses on a case study of usability tests lead

by the author within the framework of interface design

for digital historical editions. Two other data sets were

analysed applying the same methodology and will

occasionally be mentioned as general reference obser-

vations. Detailed descriptions of these data sets and

corresponding results are, however, out of the scope of

this article.

The remainder of the article is structured as fol-

lows. Section 2 provides an overview of the general

methodology, the data considered in the study, and

the various tools used for pre-processing and analysis.

Section 3 presents the specific types of analysis applied

in the project, by indicating the targeted category of

observations, describing the linguistic patterns

observed, and interpreting the observations within

the framework of an aesthetic theory. Section 4
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concludes the article with a discussion of the findings

and future directions of study.

2 Methodology

The case study evaluated in this article considered the

design and implementation of an XML-TEI-based

platform known as Transviewer (Fig. 1).1 The purpose

of the interface is to facilitate the exploration of his-

torical documents as a digital edition through features

such as page-by-page navigation, side-by-side view

(facsimile/transcription), synchronised scroll, free

text and named entity search, and structural

navigation.

The user responses gathered in this case in 2015

were based on usability tests inspired by previous

studies (Nielsen, 2000; Jones and Weber, 2012) and

involved a user group of eight researchers in history,

political science, and linguistics, four males and four

females, age range between twenty-five and sixty-four.

All were working with digital history documents in a

research institute focused on the history of European

integration. The experiment protocol asked them

to think aloud (Lewis, 1982) as they used the

Transviewer interface to complete seventeen tasks

incrementally building in complexity. On average

the tasks took between 30 and 45 min to complete.

At the beginning of the experiment, participants were

asked to consent to being observed and for their audio

and screen interactions to be recorded and their ano-

nymised responses to be used for research purposes.

Following the completion of the tasks, they were

invited to fill in a form derived from the Usefulness,

Satisfaction, and Ease of use (USE)-based question-

naire (Lund, 2001), which also contained three open-

ended questions. The common language of the

experiment was English, although only one of the

participants was a native speaker. Owing to time

and resource constraints, snippets of the think-aloud

material were transcribed for each task according to

the following categories: reflections on the experience,

suggestions for improvement, and expressions of

disorientation or frustration. Answers from the

open-ended questions in the questionnaire were also

included for analysis.

The case study provided qualitative data by

applying think-aloud user testing and open-ended

Fig. 1 Side-by-side view of facsimile versus transcription in the Transviewer

Computer-assisted aesthetics of user response
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questionnaire protocols. The analytical objectives

were (1) to understand the linguistic patterns of user

responses and (2) to investigate the different types of

sentiment expressed in the responses. Through

these forms of analysis, it was intended to explore

the user experience with more depth and reflection.

Transcribing the think-aloud records made it possible

to gather data that could be treated as text for analysis.

Pre-processing of the texts was carried out using

Oxgarage2 to convert them into an XML format com-

patible with the software for text analysis. Plain text

format was used for the sentiment analysis phase. The

texts were then processed using TXM3—a statistical

tool for ‘textometric’ analysis (Heiden, 2010), and

sentimentr4 and Syuzhet5—sentiment analysis pack-

ages (Jockers, 2017; Rinker, 2019a,b) via RStudio.6

The Transviewer data set was therefore based on tran-

scribed think-aloud recordings and questionnaire

answers (11,267 words) and a sampling that featured

each user’s response (eight users) as described in the

next section. Similar procedures were applied for the

two reference cases (5,974 words and sixteen users

and, respectively, 33,190 words and ten users) based

on data collected during usability testing via question-

naires and think-aloud protocols for the assessment of

two applications (a cultural heritage game for mobile

devices and an online map editor), in the prototyping

and, respectively, post-release phases (Jones and

Weber, 2012; Armaselu and Jones, 2017a,b; Jones

et al., 2017).

3 Analysis of User Responses

The user responses from the Transviewer think-aloud

audio recordings and questionnaires were transcribed,

if they were not already in electronic text form. The

response snapshots were pre-processed (storage as

TXT, corrections, conversion to XML) according to

the format required by the analysis phase (via TXM

and RStudio).

3.1 Textometric analysis
TXM was chosen for its comparative, contrastive, and

quantitative/qualitative features and the possibility of

importing different format types (XML, TXT) and

reshaping the corpus for analysis according to struc-

tural or file-naming properties. These features were

used to construct sub-corpora and partitions, to com-

pute specificity scores and concordance tables, and to

display document views for context analysis.7 For in-

stance, in the case of Transviewer, XML-TEI encoding

made it possible to divide the analysed corpus into

structural elements so as to separate data from meta-

data in a sub-corpus and construct a user-based par-

tition in the sub-corpus using <body> and <div>
elements. The number of words per user in the parti-

tion varied from 556 (user R1-PIL02) to 2,795 words

(user R1-INT06; Fig. 2).

For the purposes of uniformity and concision, the

lemma property8 was used (instead of word) when

computing specificities for the partitions in the

Transviewer and reference cases. Relevant lemmas

(with a frequency of occurrence >10 in each data

set) were chosen to be represented in the diagrams.

The software allowed contrasting the specificity scores

corresponding to each user, in terms of overuse/

underuse of words/properties. The specificity method

is based on a probabilistic model (Lafon, 1980) that

enables us to compare the occurrences of a word/

property in a sub-corpus (versus the parent corpus)

or the parts of a partition, with each other and against

a ‘banality’ threshold (referring to textual events that

have stronger probabilities of appearing according to

the model, for example, with >5% chance). The spe-

cificities focus on weak probabilities (events that are

less likely to happen and thus specific to a sub-corpus

or a part of a partition). The specificity scores refer to a

probability’s order of magnitude (e.g. a score of 3.0

corresponds to a probability of the event of about 1/

103), with a positive or negative sign indicating that

the observed number of appearances of the event is

higher or lower than an expected value according to a

hypergeometric distribution model.9 Figures 3–5

show specificity diagrams based on these measures

for three groups of linguistic categories: pronouns;

conditionals, negation, and uncertainty markers; and

appreciative adjectives and superlatives. These linguis-

tic elements were assumed to capture some of the

users’ characteristics while they interacted with the

technology and expressed themselves during this

interaction. Scores above/below a banality threshold

(by default, þ/�2.0; represented as red horizontal

lines in the figures) indicated higher specificity, as ei-

ther overuse or underuse, for responses from particu-

lar types of respondent, which enabled hypotheses to
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be made about a potential ‘typology’ of users that can

be described within the case study.

3.1.1 Pronouns

The first linguistic category analysed was pronouns,

considered not so much as substitutes for nouns but

more as a means of defining roles in the communica-

tion process: first person as the speaker, second person

as the addressee or the ‘person designated by the

speaker as recipient of the communication’, and other

roles including ‘other relevant entities, other than

speaker or addressee’ (Halliday and Hasan, 2013,

p. 45). Pronouns have been studied so far from

multiple perspectives, e.g. in literary texts through

the angle of various disciplines such as linguistics,

stylistics, narratology (Gibbons and Macrae, 2018),

Fig. 2 TXM: Partition dimensions (body sub-corpus) by user and number of words

Fig. 3 TXM: User response specificities. Pronouns. Immersed/distant user

Computer-assisted aesthetics of user response
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Fig. 4 TXM: User response specificities. Criticism markers. Sceptical user

Fig. 5 TXM: User response specificities. Appreciative markers. Enthusiastic user
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in political discourse to look at how they are used to

construct identity (Bramley, 2001), or in psychology

and social sciences to investigate topics related to

personality, gender, deception, leadership, and history

(Pennebaker, 2011).

The present study will focus on what pronouns

may reveal about the experience of users playing

with an interface when they express themselves in a

think-aloud or questionnaire-based experiment.

Figure 3 illustrates two types of pattern observed,

referring to specific use of first- and second-person

pronouns as overuse or underuse, sometimes opposed

to each other. In the case of Transviewer, user

R1-PIL01 (circled, right) shows a high positive score

for the pronoun I and a high negative score for the

pronoun you, while R1-INT05 (circled, left) exhibits

a rather opposite tendency, with a lower but still sig-

nificant positive score for you and a negative value

slightly under the banality threshold for I.

A closer look at the TXM concordances for the I,

me, you pronominal forms and the users highlighted

above provides more insight into the mini-contexts of

usage and the words that tend to co-occur with these

pronouns. For instance, user R1-PIL01 mainly shows

usage of I, me together with a variety of verb types, e.g.

verbs of cognition (expect, guess, know, realise, think,

understand): I would expect to see some metadata; now,

I realise I can scroll on the right text representation; this

is nice and I think, I would be using it; verbs of percep-

tion (see, look, annoy): I’m scrolling down and I see . . .;
now I’m looking at the one page view; it annoys me that

there are two dimensions for scrolling; and verbs of ac-

tion (click, move, scroll, press): if I click again on the

thick grey bar . . .; until I move it all the way to page 8; I

press enter. On a few occasions, you is used: of course,

you can retrieve the information from . . .; like a ‘next’

button so you can jump. Comparatively, for user R1-

INT05, there are instances where I generally appears

accompanied by cognition and perception verbs or

expressions: I observe that the size of the transcription

is . . .; I think it’s not the point; I don’t know how you

could do that, or by verbs of direct action: when I move

the original . . .. By contrast, you typically occurs in

action-reflection or more explanatory contexts: when

you double click on one page . . .; once you have selected

an option . . .; it reassures you that you are reading the

right transcription; forcing you to reclick on . . .; if you

zoomed and you are seeing less than one page . . ..

Similar patterns were observed for the reference

cases. Generally, I and me were used in cognitive,

appreciative and action-related contexts and in open

expressions of feelings and failure (interjections; self-

dissatisfaction, frustration, annoyance). You appeared

with verbs of perception and action to express general

assertions, descriptions and explanations of actions or

instruction from the experiment task sheet and the

help menu, or as a sort of ‘dialogue’ with a generic

human/technology-embodied interlocutor.

All these observations may be interpreted in a con-

text reminiscent of Aarseth’s (1997) concept of ‘erg-

odic literature’, which requires from the user/reader ‘a

selective movement’ in a ‘work of physical construc-

tion’, and ‘nontrivial effort [. . .] to allow the reader to

traverse the text’ (p. 1) during the ‘cybertextual pro-

cess’. The I, me contexts seem to reveal how this ‘phys-

ical’ construct is built during the experience with the

interface, by using action, cognition, and perception

verbs/expressions. On the other hand, you appears

when the experiencer describes and reflects on his/

her actions, repeats fragments from the experiment

instructions or interface-generated messages, as a gen-

eric form for addressing the designer of the experi-

ment, the piece of software to be evaluated or the

machine, or expresses general statements. Further in-

sight may be inferred from a closer look at the use of

pronouns in other contexts, as discussed below.

Previous studies have pointed out the interpret-

ative intricacies related to the usage of pronominal

forms in different types of discourse. In conversations,

I is simply characterised as a term of self-reference

when the speaker is referring to him/herself (Sacks,

1995, p. 675). According to Pennebaker (2011),

I-words have ‘tremendous social and psychological

significance’. Their use may be interpreted as an

‘identity statement’ that reflects ‘self-awareness’ and

‘self-attention’ and ‘provokes honesty’ (pp. 160, 161).

Moreover, in oral autobiographical narrative, the nar-

rator seems to ‘enact a characteristic type of self’, the

‘interactional positioning’ of narrator versus audience

enabling ‘narrative self-construction’ (Wortham,

2000, p. 2). In political interviews, I is central to the

‘representation of self’, when politicians recount

actions, express opinions, knowledge, authority, etc.,

in order to show themselves in a ‘positive light’

(Bramley, 2001, p. 28). The use of you is more

ambiguous since it may involve either singular or

Computer-assisted aesthetics of user response
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plural interpretation. Sacks (1995, p. 349) asserts the

‘openness’ of you in conversation as a way of ‘talking

about “everybody,” including “me,”’ that stands ‘for

the set of terms: “everyone,” “someone,” “people,”

etc’. Pennebaker (2011) assumes that a higher use of

you as compared with I reflects ‘where people are pay-

ing attention’; that is, ‘looking at or thinking about

their audience’ more than ‘focusing on themselves’

(p. 174). Additionally, ‘not using I-words’ makes the

writer/speaker appear ‘slightly less accessible and more

distant’ (p. 180). In political interviews, the interview-

ee may use generic you to construct him/herself as a

‘typical member of a category’ and ‘give more validity

to what is said’. You in the singular can also be

used when addressing the interviewer (Bramley,

2001, pp. 130–131). In their study of the use of the

second person in a literary work, de Hoop and

Hogeweg (2014) discern two patterns which they

argue to be functionally related to the development

of the story: generic and deictic use, the latter with an

interactive and descriptive reading.

In the context of this study, it may be considered

that the user is actually ‘enacting’ a certain ‘represen-

tation of self’ in reporting his/her interaction with

technology. This representation is determined by the

formal framework of the experiments themselves and

the particular circumstances of being observed or con-

sciously producing a response intended for subse-

quent analysis. Given the patterns described above,

the overuse of I as rendered by TXM specificity scores

can be related to an immersive type of user or an

immersed user, i.e. a user predominantly expressing

his or her explorative, reflective, and affective experi-

ence while dealing with a technological artefact

through the use of first-person pronouns (user R1-

PIL01). While the use of I-words in the context of

the experiments can be associated with notions of

‘self-reference’, ‘self-awareness’, ‘self-attention’, and

‘honesty’, the use of the second-person pronouns

may be interpreted as a preferred means of expression

of a ‘more distant’ user. The distant user would there-

fore report his/her experience by incorporating the

expression of self into a multi-layered account involv-

ing several types of addressee, as shown in the exam-

ples cited above (user R1-INT05). Irrespective of the

type, I-words may refer to a speaker who completely

assumes what is said in his/her experiential-evaluative

utterance. Use of second-person pronominal forms is

more complex. We will distinguish a generic and inter-

active versus descriptive deictic reading in the employ-

ment of second-person pronouns. (1) The generic

reading refers to contexts where you is pointing to a

more general audience, including the experiencer, the

observer of the experiment, the analyst or the reader of

results, etc. This plural interpretation, standing for

‘me’, ‘someone’, ‘everyone’, ‘people’, ‘audience’, may

encompass several explanations. First, it can be related

to models of what Fludernik (1993, pp. 231, 235) calls

‘“How to . . .” literature’, which includes ‘cookbooks’,

‘self-help manuals’, ‘tourist guidebooks’, instructions

on ‘how to use or set up technical equipment’, etc.

This usage appears especially when the user is reading

fragments from the help menu, dialogue boxes from

the interface, or instructions from the task description

in the experiment. Secondly, you is used while speak-

ing in a more general sense, intending to cover more

than the particular circumstances of the experiment,

as if uttering more general truths or relying on the

audience’s implicit validation or approval. (2.1)

In the descriptive-deictic sense, you is used instead of

I to get the audience involved, to increase the engage-

ment or identification of the reader/observer with the

experiencer. This refers to explanatory contexts when

the user describes actions and reflects on the effects of

these actions. The examples discussed above seem to

suggest that I appears more in exploratory contexts,

where the action is still ongoing. In contrast, you, in its

descriptive-deictic meaning, which can be read as an

intermediary form between I and generic you, relates

to a completed sequence of action or to the conse-

quences of an action and the experiencer’s reflection

on it. (2.2) On the other hand, the interactive-deictic

interpretation supposes an addressee who may be

identified sometimes with the observer or the designer

of the experiment and sometimes with the piece of

software to be evaluated or the machine itself.

Of course, the immersive and distant types do not

completely define a user, but a more prominent

facet of oneself as expressed through language while

interacting with the technology. In reality, the user

represents a versatile entity and can be characterized

by a combination of features. Additional user types
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and an appraisal theory-based reframing of these cases

are discussed in the following sections.

3.1.2 Criticism markers

The second linguistic category used to compare

specificity scores was that of criticism indicators,

including modal verbs, conditionals, negation, uncer-

tainty, or confusion and frustration markers, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

Within this category, user R1-INT06 shows an

overuse of annoy, know, n’t, perhaps, should and

strange as compared with the other users from this

case. A closer look at the mini-contexts (concordan-

ces) of these words indicates that know and n’t are

mostly used together in negative constructions such

as I don’t know how/if/what/where or as an independ-

ent sentence to express confusion, disorientation

or that something doesn’t work or look as expected:

I don’t know how to call it; I don’t know if it’s a technical

problem; I don’t know what happened; I don’t know

where the document ends; I don’t know. Ah, it is just

slow. Should appears in contexts containing sugges-

tions or advice, hinting at the unsatisfactory function-

ality or look of the interface, and is often accompanied

by perhaps or I don’t know for attenuation: I think we

should adapt the window [. . .], perhaps, I don’t know, to

the scanned version; you should have perhaps the page

numbering made . . .; it should perhaps when you click

. . .. More assertive or affective markers with negative

connotations are strange and annoy(ing), often

co-occurring with a bit, apparently for attenuation

purposes as well: it’s/that is a bit strange; it/this is a

bit annoying.

An overuse of could and not were also displayed for

a user in one of the reference cases. These forms

appeared together or separately to express uncertainty

about the meaning of certain items, inability to

achieve goals, assumptions, or simple negative state-

ments. In the second reference case, it was a user

exhibiting usage above the banality threshold for

know and n’t. As observed for user R1-INT06 above,

the two forms co-occurred in negative contexts that

expressed uncertainty or confusion. Other negative

contexts referred to situations conveying inability,

dissatisfaction, or frustration when dealing with

the interface; this seemed to be personified to a

certain degree—the user’s intention has been

‘misunderstood’, not enough help has been provided

and the user was thus prevented from completing the

tasks.

In her article on the pragmatic functions of I don’t

know, Tsui (1991, p. 607) points out that as well as

the central meaning of this expression that may be

understood as a ‘declaration of insufficient know-

ledge’, the utterance presents a variety of other

functions in conversational environments. It is argued

that its pragmatic motivation resides in functions

such as ‘avoidance of making an assessment’, of

‘explicit disagreement’, or of ‘commitment’, as well

as ‘minimisation of impolite beliefs’ or ‘marker of

uncertainty’.

In novels, Mizzau (2012) distinguishes different

‘modalisation markers’ characterizing the ‘degree of

uncertainty’ related to the ‘source of information’ as

adverbs (maybe, probably), verbs (think, seem, believe),

conditionals (would, could), or approximation terms

(towards, around) (p. 69). These markers can indicate

‘a shift from the figure of the narrator asserting some-

thing’, a way of ‘distanc[ing] himself from the asser-

tion’ (p. 71). On the other hand, when expressed from

the perspective of the ‘empirical writer’, i.e. the ‘real

person who is writing’, uncertainty appears as a result

of the ‘identification’ with the reality described that he

‘invents as if he were witnessing it’ or as a ‘sort of

imagination bordering on perception’ (p. 75). Other

studies draw attention to the relationship between po-

liteness strategies in political discourse and the deontic

use of modal verbs and expressions such as should and

perhaps to convey ‘moral obligation (advice)’ or to

soften ‘imposition illocutionary force’ (Boicu, 2007,

p. 10). Huschovà (2015), on the other hand, explores

the use of modal verbs in academic discourse and

highlights the primary ‘epistemic sense’ of may/might

in balancing objective reporting and ‘subjective evalu-

ation’, and the ‘root sense’ of can in expressing poten-

tiality and its ‘possibility, ability, or permission

interpretations’ (p. 45). More generally, within the

larger context of the ‘appraisal theory’ developed by

Martin and White, a set of three systems was devised

to describe the ‘speaker’s/writer’s personal, evaluative

involvement in the text’ (White, 2015, p. 1). The first

system, ATTITUDE, refers to evaluative meanings

understood in terms of ‘positive or negative view

vis-à-vis experiential phenomena’. This is further div-

ided into three sub-categories: affect, involving

Computer-assisted aesthetics of user response
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‘assessment as emotional reaction’, judgement, con-

cerning attitudes towards ‘human behaviour’, and

appreciation, dealing with evaluation of artefacts, hap-

penings, state of affairs, etc. by reference to ‘aesthetics’

or other means of ‘social valuation’ (pp. 2–3). The

second system, GRADUATION, is related to param-

eters such as force and focus that enable different

degrees of personal investment by intensifying/

mitigating or sharpening/blurring propositions

and semantic boundaries (p. 4). The third,

ENGAGEMENT, positions the speaker/writer vis-à-

vis alternative voices and viewpoints within a ‘dialogic

space’ (p. 5) as inspired by Bakhtin’s (1981) notion of

‘dialogism’ and ‘dialogic imagination’. Oteı́za (2017)

provides an overview of applications of the appraisal

framework in discourse analysis, taking into account

different genres, approaches, and languages.

In this study, the uncertainty markers highlighted

above concerning users’ interaction and perception or

‘declaration of insufficient knowledge’ generally

fall into the ATTITUDE—appreciation category,

expressing usability, learnability, utility, and aesthetic

assessment of the evaluated artefact during the ‘ex-

periential’ process. Thus, within this appreciation

framework, instances of don’t know can be interpreted

as having negative connotations, meaning I don’t

know because something is missing, wrong, unclear,

unexpected in a confusing way, etc. in the functional-

ity and/or design of the interface or experiment simu-

lation. The same can be assumed for negative

statements such as can’t, don’t want, won’t, did not

see or hypothetical constructs as could be which convey

a sense of inability to do or assert something with

more certainty in the given circumstances of the ex-

perimental environment. The ATTITUDE—affect as-

pect is also represented by explicit utterances such as

strange, annoy(ing), don’t like or negative statement

tag questions such as can you? that may be interpreted

as words/phrases expressing a certain degree of frus-

tration, distaste, or disagreement. At the same time,

these forms seem to convey more a nuanced meaning

that also pertains to both the GRADUATION and

ENGAGEMENT systems. For instance, the deontic

usage of should, perhaps and certain instances of

don’t know may evoke the force parameter in the for-

mer, i.e. implying attenuation, politeness, or avoid-

ance of disagreement or commitment. Moreover,

Pennebaker (2011) highlights the social and

emotional dimensions of what he calls ‘discrepancy

verbs’ including words like should, could, ought,

must, and would, used when ‘people suggest some

kind of subtle discrepancy between how the world is

and how it could, should, or ought to be’ (p. 165). On

the other hand, all the forms discussed above, as

observed for the immersed and distant user in the pre-

vious section, may refer to a ‘social’ dimension and a

user ‘enacting’ a role within a ‘dialogic space’. This

underlies the presence of (and implicitly the engage-

ment with) other ‘voices’, e.g. that of an implied ad-

dressee or interlocutor such as the observer of the

experiment, the designer of the interface, other users,

the analyst, or reader of the evaluation report, etc., or

even that of the machine or piece of software itself. We

therefore interpret the specific overuse of such forms

by a particular user from a case study as a marker of

doubt, discrepancy, and criticism regarding the eval-

uated artefact within a dialogic context, and as a char-

acteristic of a so-called sceptical user. The following

section refers to another, contrasting type.

3.1.3 Appreciative markers

While the criticism markers were considered suggest-

ive of a ‘sceptical’ point of view, experiences described

through appreciative adjectives and superlatives may

be indicative of an opposite standpoint. Figure 5

shows the usage of such forms.

For user R1-INT04, we can observe an overuse of

good, useful, and very. Looking at the contexts again

reveals that very co-occurs, sometimes repetitively,

with positive polarity adjectives or agreement markers

in appreciative assertive phrases such as: this view is

very, very useful; the transcription is very, very good; this

could be very helpful for/to . . .; which is very useful/good;

that’s very nice, etc. On a few occasions, very appears to

intensify a negative implication or, on the contrary, to

attenuate a negative statement: the scan is very small

this time; that’s a bit, not very complicated but not very

user friendly. Good, better also occur in negative or

dubitative contexts, but only rarely: that’s not so

good. I prefer to . . .; I don’t know but maybe it would

be better if this . . .. An overuse of nice and, respectively,

cool was observed for the reference cases.

The choice of words from this category can also be

interpreted within the appraisal framework discussed

above, including the ATTITUDE—appreciation, af-

fect, GRADUATION and ENGAGEMENT systems,
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assuming the expression of a predominantly positive

stance through positive polarity adjectives and inten-

sifiers, assertive and agreement forms in the evaluation

of the artefacts assessed by the experiments. This is

what corresponds in the proposed typology to an

enthusiastic user.

In his analysis of words associated with honesty

and deception in conversational environments,

Pennebaker (2011) relates ‘optimism and overconfi-

dence’ with ‘many forms of deception’. He states that

‘people who are deceptive make more references to

other people and rely on more positive emotion

words’. He places on a trustworthy scale (from more

to less) forms such as I-words, negative emotions, you,

discrepancies and positive emotions (pp. 162, 164).

While the context of honesty and deception is differ-

ent here from the situations described by Pennebaker,

it can however be assumed that overuse of apprecia-

tive forms in a user’s account involves a certain degree

of intentionality in showing agreement and positively

assessing ‘how the world is’. As already discussed in

the previous section, this intention is not devoid of a

social and dialogic dimension, positioning the experi-

encer vis-à-vis one or several ‘implied’ interlocutors.

From this perspective, we can reconsider the proposed

user typology in light of what Bakhtin (1981, p. 279)

calls the ‘dialogic orientation of discourse’ in the novel

toward the ‘“already uttered,” the “already known,”

the “common opinion.”’ Literary language is said to

be saturated with ‘intentions and accents’, all words

being expressions of their ‘socially charged life’ and

thus being ‘populated by intentions’ (p. 293). If we

transpose this view to the context of our analysis, the

immersed, distant, sceptical, and enthusiastic types may

be understood, beyond the explicit function of in-

formant in the experiment, as enactments of certain

kinds of features, such as: (1) commitment and hon-

esty; (2) objectivity and engagement with the audi-

ence; (3) critical reflection and circumspection; (4)

openness to technological novelty and enjoyment;

intended to position the speaker with regard to the

‘voices’ and assessment of the implied interlocutors.

Combining the intentional aspects with

Pennebaker’s truthfulness scale, we may also assume

different degrees of intentionality within the typology

from less to more, with the immersed user at the lower

end of the scale, the enthusiastic at the higher, and the

sceptical and distant in between.

3.2 Sentiment analysis
Although TXM specificity scores and concordances

combined with the theoretical appraisal framework

and other linguistic theoretical devices helped with

the task of identifying and characterizing possible

types of users, it was considered that further insight

into the four categories and the attitude tokens

expressed in the text may be acquired by means of a

sentiment analysis tool. For this purpose, an open-

source environment, RStudio, was chosen, as well as

open-source packages for sentiment analysis in R,

given the availability of code and documentation.

The sentimentr package (Rinker, 2019a,b) was selected

since it allows text polarity sentiment to be calculated

based on a dictionary lookup approach at the sentence

level, which was considered appropriate for the study.

Moreover, the chosen methods take into account

valence shifters in computing sentiment scores, i.e.

negators (not, can’t, didn’t), amplifiers or intensifiers

(greatly, huge, really), de-amplifiers or downtoners

(hardly, kind of, little), and adversative conjunctions

(but, despite, however).

Specific methods from R packages were used to

export results (Excel files and diagrams) for further

analysis. For instance, a series of methods were used

to: extract sentences from text (sentimentr::get_senten-

ces); approximate the sentiment polarity of text per

sentence (sentimentr::sentiment); compute metrics for

average scores, e.g. general sentiment, sentence ratio

by score—positive, negative, neutral, using arithmetic

and vector R functions (mean, sum, length); apply a

discrete cosine transformation (DCT) to smooth the

sentiment vector for a better graphical representation

(syuzhet::get_dct_transform) (Jockers, 2017); draw

diagrams using the transformed vector and a function

for plotting R objects (plot).

More detailed analysis of the computation of

scores was needed for a better understanding of

the methods. Intermediate results were exported

into Excel tables to store the sentiment scores for

each sentence from the four documents corre-

sponding to the four types of users, as well as the

polarity words, valence shifters, and corresponding

values contributing to the calculation. The analysis

of these intermediate results enabled adjustment of

the polarity and valence shifters lexicons10 dynam-

ically, at run time, by means of specific functions
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(update_polarity_table, update_valence_shifter_t-

able) from the sentimentr package. A list of stop-

words to be dropped from the polarity lexicon was

created for each case when these words were too poly-

semous and introduced noise (like, right, well) or when

they mostly appeared with a different meaning that

was not sentiment- or assessment-related. For in-

stance, diplomatic, highlight, kind referring to diplomat-

ic transcription, highlighting different entities in the

text, kind of document/information (Transviewer). A

category necessitating particular treatment was that of

interjections. As a general rule, interjections, such as

ah, oh, ok, okay, yeah, were added to the polarity dic-

tionary at run time.11

Various studies have drawn attention to the mean-

ing of interjections considered as ‘suggestive of

sensations, attitudes and states of mind’ (Jovanovi�c,

2004, p. 18), ‘markers of subjectivity and, in particu-

lar, of emotions’12 (Fraisse and Paroubek, 2015, p. 2),

or as playing an important role in ‘communicative

practices and social interaction’ (Ameka and

Wilkins, 2006, p. 2). In their analysis of data from

think-aloud protocols, Caron-Pargue and Caron

(1995) highlight the role played by interjections not

only as ‘expressive markers of the speaker’s affective

state’ but also as ‘traces of differentiated cognitive

operations’13 (p. 120). Moreover, it is assumed that

interjections act as indicators of a ‘change in the state

of knowledge’14 of the speaker (Caron-Pargue and

Caron, 2000, p. 56) and as ‘signals’ intended to ‘in-

form’ the interlocutor of this state of mind15 (p. 54).

In this study, the polarity scores assigned to inter-

jections and dynamically added to the polarity lexicon

were mainly devised by means of two online diction-

aries, Wiktionary16 and the VidarHolen Dictionary of

Interjections.17 First, the general meaning of an inter-

jection was interpreted by similarity with other forms

according to these two dictionaries and to the contexts

where the interjection occurred in the experiments. A

polarity score was then assigned to an interjection by

looking for these similar forms in the polarity lexicon

from the R package, and computing an average value

of their polarities.18 For instance, ah and its variations

aahh, aaah, ahh, etc. are described in the dictionaries as

an ‘expression of relief, relaxation, comfort, confusion,

understanding, wonder, awe, etc. [. . .]’ (Wiktionary)

or as ‘realisation, understanding’ (VidarHolen). Also

taking into account the contexts where this interjection

appeared in the users’ accounts from the experiments19

by looking at the TXM concordances, the general,

average meaning of it was interpreted as understanding

þ slight confusion which according to the rule of po-

larity assignment described above produced an ap-

proximate value of 0.44.20 The polarity values were

approximated manually in this way for all the observed

interjections and then used as polarity words and po-

larity value vectors via the dedicated function that we

wrote in R to update the polarity lexicon at run time.

3.2.1 Sentiment scores

Table 1 shows the resulting sentiment measures for the

case study, sorted by decreasing order of the general

score calculated for each type of user as the average of

the sentiment values corresponding to each sentence.

Other computed measures were the average positive

and negative scores and the ratio, as a percentage,

of sentences with positive, negative, and neutral

(0 polarity) scores.

Not surprisingly, the respondent with the highest

general average score was represented by the enthusi-

astic type. This result may be explained by the highest

values of the positive and the lowest of the negative

scores (columns 3 and 4), and the highest ratio of

sentences with positive polarity (column 5) observed

for this category (similarly for the reference cases).

This aspect appeared correlated with a lowest ratio

for negative polarity sentences (also observed for

one of the reference cases, while for the second, this

class of users exhibited the lowest ratio of neutral

sentences, as compared with the other categories).

Table 1. Transviewer: Sentiment scores at the sentence level by user type, sorted by average general score

User type avg_gen_score avg_pos_score avg_neg_score pos_sntce_ratio neg_sntce_ratio neu_sntce_ratio

Enthusiastic 0.203781 0.219448 �0.01567 48.61111 9.722222 41.66667

Distant 0.088556 0.111446 �0.02289 31.14754 16.39344 52.45902

Sceptical 0.077146 0.111105 �0.03396 34.29752 20.24793 45.45455

Immersed 0.028392 0.065912 �0.03752 25.16129 22.58065 52.25806
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The relative order of scores obtained for the three

other types was more surprising since the sceptical

user would have been expected to appear in last place

and the other two in between. Instead, the immersed

followed the sceptical with lower values, and the dis-

tant user unexpectedly occupied either the second

(Transviewer) or last position (reference cases).

Of course, given the relatively small size of the

analysed data sets, it is hard to talk about generaliza-

tions. However, some observations may be formu-

lated. While the dominance of the average positive

score and positive sentence ratio can determine a

higher general average score and thus a higher rank,

sometimes a lower number of sentences with higher

negative scores may reverse the order, despite a higher

positive score or ratio. Nevertheless, the average values

are probably not fine-grained enough to allow more

insight based on these figures only.

3.2.2 Sentiment-derived plot arcs

For further analysis, the DCT from the Syuzhet

package (Jockers, 2017) was considered to compute

sentiment-derived ‘plot arcs’ based on the sentiment

scores corresponding to the response of the four

categories of users of the studied case. Figure 6 shows

the arcs obtained by applying the syuzhet::get_dct_

transform function to the vector of sentiment values

per sentence calculated, as described earlier, using the

sentimentr package. The low-pass filter parameter21

was set to five elements (default value) to obtain the

smooth, simplified shape of the emotional valence

along with the experiment time from the beginning

to the end (sequence of sentences in the user re-

sponse). A second parameter was used to normalize

the x-axis to 100 units, so that texts of different lengths

can be compared. The plots displayed in Fig. 6 are

approximations used to illustrate general tendencies,

so the intervals represented on the y-axis may not

correspond exactly to the real minima and maxima

of the sentiment values.

Previous studies applied to fiction presumed that

‘fluctuations in sentiment’ can act as indicators of

‘fluctuations in plot movement’ (Jockers, 2015a) and

may reveal what Vonnegut (2010) initially called the

‘shapes of stories’. Different graphical representations,

labels, and short descriptions have been proposed for

these shapes, e.g. ‘man in hole’, ‘man on hill’, ‘from

bad to worse’, ‘Cinderella’, ‘rags to riches’, ‘riches to

rags’, ‘Oedipus’, and, respectively, ‘a steady rise from

bad to good fortune’, ‘a fall from good to bad, a

Fig. 6 Emotional valence by user type, DCT transform, low_pass_size ¼ 5
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tragedy’, ‘fall, rise’, ‘rise, fall, rise’, etc. (Jockers, 2015b;

Eliam, 2018; Quick, 2018).

It was assumed in the study that this type of graph-

ical representation may also reveal sentiment variation

in the users’ accounts collected for the experiment. For

simplicity and uniformity, the following labels will be

used: ‘fall’ (F), ‘rise’ (R) and their combinations to

describe the fluctuations in the arc plots observed in

Fig. 6. That is, FR for immersed (blue, bottom); FRF

for distant (orange, second from bottom) and sceptical

(red, top), RFRF for enthusiastic (green, second from

top). We also created a function to compute the local

minima and maxima22 of the set of transformed sen-

timent values and to approximate the position corre-

sponding to these minima/maxima in the original set

of sentiment values, with the aim of shedding light on

the sentences occurring around these points.23 For

higher values of the low-pass filter, more fluctuations

are made visible and the min/max points in the ori-

ginal set can be determined more precisely. However,

even simplified curves such as the ones presented

below can convey a certain sense of how different users

build up a representation of their experience while

interacting with the same artefact. While no general

pattern was applied for each type of user, it was

observed that the simplest curves (two to three fluc-

tuations) belonged to the immersed and sceptical cat-

egories (Transviewer and reference cases—FR, FRF),

whereas the more convoluted (three to four fluctua-

tions) characterized either as the enthusiastic

(Transviewer—RFRF and one reference case—

FRFR) or as the distant user (the other reference

case—RFRF). This aspect is worth investigating

further.

In their proposal for a re-orientation of HCI as an

‘aesthetic field’, Bertelsen and Pold (2004) assume that

as well as an involvement in a ‘rational process of

exploratory learning when trying to use the consid-

ered artefact’, the user is ‘more often engaged in a

hermeneutic process of interpretation’ (p. 23).

Moreover, aesthetics is understood as a new perspec-

tive on the interface, as a shift from a ‘use-oriented’ to

an ‘experience-oriented’ approach (p. 24). This

enables critics, using for instance data from think-

aloud tests and other empirical sources, to identify

‘challenges to expectations in the interface’ and to

apply in their analysis not only notions of ‘perception

and cognition’ but also aesthetic concepts of

‘recognition and experience’ (p. 30). Similarly, in his

‘affective stylistics’, Fish (1970, p. 127) focuses on the

‘temporal flow of the reading experience’ as the basis

of his analysis method. Meaning therefore becomes an

‘event’, or ‘something that is happening between the

words and in the reader’s mind’ (p. 128). In this type

of ‘experiential analysis’, the analytical attention shifts

away from the ‘work as an object to the response it

draws, the experience it generates’ (pp. 134, 149).

By combining these two perspectives, we consider

the data from the think-aloud tests and questionnaire

responses as expressions of the user’s experience or as

a representation of what McCarthy and Wright (2004)

call users ‘making sense of the situations they encoun-

ter’ but also ‘making sense of themselves in the pro-

cess’ (p. 196). Therefore, the local min/max points in

the ‘plot’ arcs from Fig. 6 may be indicators of note-

worthy interpretative events in the user’s experience

when interacting with the interface. These points can

mark different experiential aspects such as challenges

in expectations, as shown by the following sentences

approximately corresponding to these locations on

the experiential time axis. Some refer to observation/

discovery or surprise: And, yeah, it shows me all the

dates . . . (sceptical), Both sides move at the same time.

Which is very good (enthusiastic); some to annoyance

or disappointment: . . . I’m just wondering whether it

annoys me that there are two dimensions for scrolling . . .
(immersed). Other elements emphasized by the local

min/max points may be related to successful or un-

successful actions, confusing results or disorientation:

Yeah, it reassures you that you are reading the right

transcription (distant), Well, it is strange because the

cursor indicates me that I am on page nine but it [the

page] shows sixteen. So, I don’t really know on which

page I am (sceptical); to aesthetic assessments: . . . it’s

irritating that the scans have a black background and the

other one [transcriptions] has a white background

(immersed), . . . it looks great but it’s just this black

page that is a bit strange (sceptical); or to positive

and negative closing remarks: Look forward for more!

(immersed), Need just some improvements like make it

a bit more user-friendly [. . .] Good job! (sceptical), The

interpretative transcription type is hiding a part of the

document (enthusiastic).

Similar aspects were observed for the local min/

max points in the reference cases, for instance: positive

remarks on particular features including expressions
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of surprise; comments on unfulfilled expectations

usually expressed by negative verbal forms; expres-

sions of satisfaction or failure through interjections

or verbs conveying disorientation; dissatisfaction

with the appearance of the produced outcome that

lacked certain qualities, e.g. symmetry; comments on

features considered useless or not fulfilling expecta-

tions, e.g. to engage the user in a real conversation.

In his theory of aesthetic response, Iser (1980,

p. 21) assumes that a literary work has ‘two poles’:

the ‘artistic pole’ which is the ‘author’s text’, and the

‘aesthetic [pole]’ which is the ‘realisation accom-

plished by the reader’. For this realization to be

accomplished in the process of reading, ‘a textual

structure anticipating the presence of a recipient’ is

necessary. This structure has been defined by the con-

cept of ‘implied reader’ (p. 34), which also supposes

the ‘response’ elicited by this structure, i.e. both a

‘textual structure and a structured act’ joined together

in a dynamic process and related in the same way as

‘intention and fulfilment’ (p. 36). On the other hand,

the presence of the reader in the text is described by

the ‘wandering viewpoint’, a point where ‘memory

and expectation converge’ and that permits the ‘reader

to travel through the text’ (p. 118). Moreover, readers

have the ability to ‘perceive [themselves] during the

process of participation’ in the text, which represents

an ‘essential quality of the aesthetic experience’

(p. 134).

Similarly, we can consider an interface as includ-

ing, by default, an implied user, i.e. an entity the

designer had in mind while building the artefact or

simulation. However, it is during the interaction that

the response to this latent structure anticipating a

recipient is actually built. Experiment data such as

those from think-aloud approaches or questionnaires

enable the analyst to investigate how the user reflects

on and represents this experience and how he/

she constructs an image of him/herself within this

representation. We see this act of reflection and self-

reflection, assessment and affective involvement as

presenting certain similarities with the reader’s

aesthetic experience and engagement when reading a

literary text. This view has elements in common with

Bardzell and Bardzell’s (2016) focus on aesthetic

approaches to user experience in their ‘humanistic

HCI’, Buchenau and Suri’s (2000) ‘experience proto-

typing’ in terms of ‘designing an integrated

experience’ (p. 425), or McCarthy and Wright’s

(2004) ‘technology as experience’ and their ‘aesthetic

approach to technology’ positioned against an

‘exclusively functional approach to understanding

relations between people and technology’ (p. 66).

4 Conclusion and Future Work

The article describes a study in interface design and

deals with language-oriented theoretical approaches

and text analysis applied to user response. Given the

small scale of the analysed data, the study does not

intend to provide evidence for general, overarching

conclusions; instead it formulates and illustrates a

set of interpretative hypotheses and methodological

directions for further enquiry aiming at developing

an ‘aesthetics’ of user response.

First, an examination of different categories of

linguistic markers detected in the responses suggested

that, besides their position as informants in the experi-

ments, users tend to ‘enact’ or build up a certain rep-

resentation of self, intended to position the speaker

with regard to one or several implied interlocutors. A

typology was devised by means of a corpus linguistics,

textometry tool that was used to compare different

vocabularies in terms of overuse and underuse of

lexical forms and properties, such as pronouns, neg-

ations, conditionals, appreciative adjectives, and

superlatives. The four user types derived from the ana-

lysis were referred to as immersed, distant, sceptical,

and enthusiastic users. Additional analysis including

theoretical considerations from areas such as psycho-

linguistics, appraisal theory, and dialogic orientation

of discourse led to the assumption that each type may

encompass a certain degree of intentionality and con-

vey an attitude implying features such as: commit-

ment and honesty, objectivity and engagement with

the audience, critical reflection, and circumspection,

openness to technological novelty and enjoyment.

This demonstrates that the users involved in usability

testing are not neutral or undifferentiated informa-

tional entities placed in an experimental context but

individuals that respond to the same stimuli and ex-

press themselves differently in light of psycholinguistic

factors and rules of social interaction.

Secondly, the study of responses through senti-

ment analysis in R enabled us to quantify the four
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types of user experience in terms of positive and nega-

tive polarity scores. The only pattern that clearly

emerged, however, was the leading position of the

enthusiastic user. With regard to the three other types,

sceptical and immersed users exhibited a relatively sta-

ble order and distant users a more variable position.

Since the amount of analysed data was not large, these

results should be tested on additional cases to formu-

late more general statements. The graphical represen-

tation of the sentiment-derived plot arcs computed

through the DCT of the sentiment values offered an-

other perspective on the four user types studied.

However, at this stage, we cannot associate a specific

shape with a user type for all cases, but possible vari-

ation schemes needing further investigation were

observed. The diagrams may thus inform an experi-

ential analysis that focuses not only on the artefact but

also on the response and the experience it generates, in

ways that evoke methods from affective stylistics and

humanistic or aesthetics-oriented HCI; that is, under-

standing the user as involved in a hermeneutic process

of interpretation during his/her interaction with the

studied artefact. This process can be approximated

and visually represented and can draw attention to

particular interpretative events related to the user’s

journey through experimental time and space.

The digital tools therefore seem capable of support-

ing a procedural analysis of the representation of user

experience that, together with traditional analytical

instruments, may lead to an aesthetics of user re-

sponse. Although the discussion focused on four types

of users, it was considered that, in reality, the user

represents a versatile entity and can be characterized

by a combination of features, including those from the

showcased categories. More experiments with new

cases are expected to further support, test, and pos-

sibly validate and enrich the proposed user typology

and interpretation modalities, which might in future

inform humanistic interface design and the approach

to users and user experience models.

In addition, we assume that this type of analysis,

beyond its usability-oriented value, may inspire new

avenues of reflection on user self-projection and re-

mediation in the digital space, at the intersection of

digital hermeneutics, text analysis, linguistics, cogni-

tive science, and the theory of aesthetic response.

Possibly, a new way of contemplating how, according

to Bolter and Grusin (2000, p. 231), ‘we see ourselves

today in and through our available media’.
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6 https://www.rstudio.com/.

7 For more details about these features, see the TXM User

Manual, Version 0.7, ALPHA, February 2018. http://

textometrie.ens-lyon.fr/files/documentation/TXM%

20Manual%200.7.pdf.

8 According to the TXM data model, a property refers to

information pertaining to a lexical or structural unit.

Examples of properties for an English corpus are word,

enlemma and enpos (part of speech).

9 See the TXM User Manual, pp. 94–103.

10 lexicon::hash_sentiment_jockers_rinker; lexicon::hash_

valence_shifters (Rinker, 2019b).

11 A substantial usage of interjections was observed for

English native speaker participants in one of the refer-

ence cases as compared with the sparse occurrences of

this type of word in the non-native accounts from

Transviewer and the other case.

12 Fr. ‘marqueurs de subjectivité et particulièrement

d’émotion’ (Fraisse and Paroubek, 2015, p. 2).

13 Fr. ‘non pas simplement comme des marques
00expressives00 de l’état affectif du sujet parlant, mais

comme des traces d’opérations cognitives différenciées’

(Caron-Pargue and Caron, 1995, p. 120).

14 Fr. “changement dans l’état des connaissances”

(Caron-Pargue and Caron, 2000, p. 56).

15 Fr. “signal pour le partenaire, d’un état mental du locu-

teur [. . .]. [. . .] sa fonction [de l’interjection] est d’in-

former le partenaire de cet état mental” (Caron-Pargue

and Caron, 2000, p. 54).

16 https://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/Wiktionary.

17 https://www.vidarholen.net/contents/interjections/.

18 De-amplifiers were also considered. For example, if slight,

moderate or almost were thought appropriate to modify a

form with a given polarity value in the lexicon, then that

value was multiplied by 1/4, 1=2, or 3/4, respectively.

19 Ah, it is just slow (R1-INT06; Transviewer).

20 In the lexicon::hash_sentiment_jockers_rinker, ‘understanding’

has a polarity value of 1, while ‘confusion’ has �0.5. The

computed value for the interjection ah and its variants was

therefore devised as the average: [1þ (�0.5)/4]/2¼ 0.4375�
0.44. The value for “confusion” was divided by 4, given the

influence of the de-amplifier ‘slight’.

21 Allowing only the low frequency components of the

transformed signal to pass.

22 Using spatialEco::local.min.max, https://github.com/

cran/spatialEco/blob/master/R/local.min.max.R.

23 Given the discrete cosine approximation and the low

pass filter applied, 4–5 sentences before and after the

detected local min./max. points were usually consid-

ered for analysis.
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